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Best All Around Smoke Shop in Florida

FIRST RESPONDERS,
MILITARY & VETERANS

ENTIRE 
PURCHASE15% OFF

10% OFF

Must present coupon
Not valid with any other offer.

 Exp. 5/18/22

Must present coupon
Not valid with any other offer.

 Exp. 5/18/22

12348 Roper Blvd., Clermont, FL

352-227-3557

OUTER LIMITS SMOKE SHOP

• Cigarillos 
• Disposables
• Delta 8 

• Kratom 
• Vaporizers 
• E-Cigarettes 

• Accessories
• CBD
• E-Juice
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• PLUMBING •

352 394-4291
$25
OFF

ANY SERVICE
CALL CAC1817874  CFC1428717  CRC1330677 1043 W. Hwy 50, Clermont, FL 34711

FINANCING 
AVAILABLE

Expert Plumbing Repairs

WaterHeaters•Filters
Faucets•Sinks•Vanities
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A/CREPAIRS
SERVICEPLANS
HIGHEFFICIENCYHEATPUMPS
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24HR

EMERGENCY
SERVICE

AIR CONDITIONING

Made in USA

CloggedDrains•Toilets•Tubs
Kitchen & Bath Remodels

FREEESTIMATES!
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Horses urgently in need of rescuing
By STEVE STEINER
ssteiner@clermontnewsleader.com
and
SHARON KEEBLE 
Correspondent

Editor’s note: It is a complicated situation — one the News Leader plans on present-
ing in a series of investigative articles — but right now the financial need to rescue 
and rehabilitate former racehorses stranded on St. Thomas in the U.S. Virgin Islands 
is urgent.

Never in her wildest imagination could Laura Prieto — who owns and runs 
Dark Horse Stables, in Groveland — have predicted what was about to unfold 
this past August when she was contacted by Golden Age Ranch, a nonprofit based 
in the U.S. Virgin Island of St. Thomas.

There were 22 retired racehorses located on just a two acre facility, where they 
had been housed following the shuttering of a racetrack that had been devastated 
by 2017 hurricanes Irma and Maria. (Since then, one had to be euthanized, and one 
is a Shetland pony, not a racehorse, leaving 14 horses yet to be rescued.) 

The nonprofit was to supposedly take care of the horses, but that wasn’t the 
case at all, according to Prieto. It was the complete opposite. The horses had been 
totally neglected. There had been little to no effort to medically treat the horses, 
many suffering from years of racing.

They hadn’t had their teeth floated; a farrier hadn’t been there to reshoe the 
horses; and there were other conditions that hadn’t been addressed. In addition, 
the veterinarian who had been out to the ranch was not one who specialized in 
equines; nor did he even live on the island. 

However, that may have been the least of the challenges Prieto faced. Before her 
was a situation in which the board, originally nine members, was down to four 
members — and two of the members consisted of a mother and son, on whose 
property the horses were located. They were proving to be non-cooperative, as 
these horses were their “cash cow.” Despite the equines’ poor physical conditions, 
the mother and son were conducting riding lessons, horse rides at parties, and 
other activities that were taxing the steeds.  

As a result, the mother and son made negotiations and agreements with Prieto 
next to impossible. 

Laura Prieto comforts River, another of the six horses rescued thus far from 
St. Thomas in the U.S. Virgin Islands. River suffers serious knee problems. 


